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Companies looking for a new video conferencing system and teleconference have a new face to turn to the market: Amazon Web Services. On Monday, the public cloud provider announced the launch of Amazon Chime, a new service designed to compete with services such as WebEx, Skype for Business and GoToMeeting. This is a powerful swing on some very entrenched
corporate software players from the public cloud provider. AWS has launched a service with native apps for Windows, MacOS, iOS and Android. Chime Infrastructure is based in the U.S., but Gene Farrell, AWS Vice President of Corporate Applications, said the service can be accessed worldwide. One of Chime's interesting features is the visual list of attendees, which includes
information about any people who are distracted by the background noise of the call interruption. In a meeting without a moderator, anyone can disable one of their fellow members so that others on the call don't have to listen to the dog barking or the sound of typing. People who get muted this way will receive a notification that their microphone has been locked, and can choose
not to ignore themselves whenever they want. In addition, users can dial a conference call to Chime using a regular phone number if they can't access the service app for one reason or another. In the future, Farrell said that AWS also plans to add support for persona calls through the traditional phone network. Chime is part of AWS's portfolio of applications that help business
users get their jobs going. This suite of services began with WorkSpaces' cloud-based offering for a virtual desktop-like service, and now includes AWS's WorkDocs office suite, WorkMail's postal service, and the company's business intelligence service. The service will be available at three price levels. Basic offers users one-on-one voice and video calls, as well as group chat
capabilities; It's free. Plus costs $2.50 per user per month, and adds support for screen sharing and integration with identity management systems through SAML and Active Directory. Pro costs $15 per user per month, and allows users to do all of the above, as well as hold meetings with up to 100 attendees. Users at the other two price levels can join conferences created by Pro
users so companies can mix and match licenses to minimize the cost of Chime. Amazon offers a free trial of all Pro features within 30 days. At the end of this period, customers can continue to use the baseline or pay for more advanced functionality. Farrell said Chime could cut the communications company's single account by up to 70 percent. Companies with existing indoor
conference systems made by such companies, Polycom and Crestron will be able to customize these devices to integrate with Chime. To help with adoption, AWS works with Level 3 Communications and Vonage. Level 3 will sell Chime to its corporate clients, while Vonage will work with small businesses. Both proposals will be in the second quarter of this year. Amazon is
already testing Chime with a handful of customers, including fashion retailer Brooks Brothers, which has rolled out Chime to 90 percent of its corporate staff. Image copyright © 2017 IDG Communications, Inc. Webex is finally catching up with its competitors in the video conferencing game by announcing the addition of a virtual background. Cisco's platform, used by businesses of
all sizes around the world, has lagged behind companies such as Magn and Google Meet, both of which already offer the ability to switch their backgrounds. But Webex users can now blur their background to hide what's going on behind them, or replace it with one of a number of preset background images. Cisco Webex backgroundsThe new features are available for Webex now
via Mac, Windows and iOS, with the Android version still in beta. Desktop users can use virtual backgrounds at meetings and events using the Webex Meetings desktop app. The backgrounds can be changed before you join the meeting or during the meeting by clicking the Change the background button. If you do this before joining the Webex call, it will result in a menu of
available options, including a selection of virtual backgrounds. There will also be a Blur option that, when clicked, allows you to change the blur level in the background To change the Webex background during a call, tap the menu icon in the self view window, choose to change the virtual background, and then either use Blur settings to hide the background, or choose a
predetermined virtual background before clicking Apply. Webex will also remember your choice for the next meeting, so there's no need to go through this process several times. Mac users must have a macOS High Sierra (version 10.13) or later and have a processor with more than two cores, with iMacs needing version 12.2 or later. Windows users should have a Windows 2012
or later Windows 10 computer with an Intel Sandy Bridge or AMD Bulldozer processor or later. Mobile users can also use virtual backgrounds at meetings, events, and trainings using The Webex Meetings.iOS mobile app, which must use iPhone 7 or later or iPad Pro, can change their background after they join the meeting, with Cisco advising users to turn off the video when
joining the call. Click the video, then select the virtual background to bring the following menu, where you can again choose the Blur option to hide the background, select the preset image by default, or use your own image by clicking on the icon. Android users should follow the same steps, but as this version is still in beta, Cisco has not said which device or version of the
software will support it just yet. Cisco put out to pasture its WebEx Social Networking Enterprises (ESN) Suite, preferring instead to with Jive Software.Cisco and Jive Marketing bundle, which includes Cisco WebEx Meetings and Jabber for online meetings, web conferencing, chat and audio/video communication links Jive ESN software that provides Facebook how capabilities to
collaborate in the workplace, such as employee profiles, activity streams, microblogging, document sharing, and group workspaces. The package is already live with some customers like Thomson Reuters, where 60,000 users can invite colleagues and run WebEx meetings with the Jive interface, as well as run a Jabber CHAT session from inside Jive. Details of the prices were not
immediately available. Cisco and Jive plan to gradually link these products at the technological level to make them work more comprehensively. Companies will also offer advice and services to customers who need individual implementations. For Cisco, this partnership represents a change of strategy. For years, the company has pushed Out WebEx Social, formerly known as
quad, as an integral part of its overall corporate collaboration and stack of UNIFIed Communications Products (UC). Obviously, the ESN Suite has never gained as much traction in the market as Cisco expected it to be, so the company is pulling its horse out of this race where the competition is broad and intense among suppliers like Microsoft with Yammer and Sharepoint; IBM
with connections Tibko with Tibbrom; And Simbra with Telligent.Instead, Cisco wants to double down on WebEx meetings and Jabber, as well as on its UC products, with a special focus on video conferencing, a market segment where he sees a ripe opportunity to equip conference rooms of all sizes with video collaboration systems. We are not going to rest until every room in
every business around the world has unusual video conferencing and collaboration equipment. This is our mission, Rowan Trollope, senior vice president of Cisco's collaboration technology group, said in March when the company announced a range of new and improved video conferencing products. As Cisco sees it, most conference rooms either don't have conference
equipment or, if they do, the systems don't work properly, so it's zeroed out in this underserved market. The further development of WebEx Social does not fit into this strategy. Cisco also faces stiff competition in this UC market, especially from Microsoft and its servers Lync UC, IBM, Avaya, Siemens Unify, Alcatel-Lucent, Mitel and ShoreTel, so it has its hands full of battling these
and other competitors. The implication of this shift in strategy is Cisco's recognition that despite being a big player in video conferencing for years- superiority at the low end of the market with its WebEx line of desktop products and at a high end with its entire Tandberg room systems- it left a lot of money on the table and not also targeting small offices and meeting rooms. Although
it will no longer sell WebEx Social, Cisco will continue to support the product until mid-2017. This is cisco's second high-profile partnership to hit the company's cooperation market in recent In March, it announced a deal with Google to bundle WebEx meetings with Chromebooks as well it's with Google Apps.The partnership with Jive is not exclusive, so Cisco is free to conduct
similar deals with other ESN software vendors. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our policy affiliate links for more details. Details. cisco webex teams deployment guide. cisco webex teams hybrid services deployment guide. cisco webex teams mass deployment guide. webex teams cucm deployment guide
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